
The “safe and effective” narrative is falling apart

Description

Here is my list of over 35 indicators that the “safe and effective” narrative is falling apart.

It is a devastating list.

And for some reason, nobody wants to fact check me on it.

The vaccine deaths are now simply too massive to keep hiding/explaining them away: 
1. Non-Covid excess deaths: why are they rising? Experts call for probe as mortality rates

in England and Wales climb despite drop in coronavirus deaths
2. Excess deaths are on the rise – but not because of CovidOffice for National Statistics data

leads health experts to call for urgent investigation into what is causing the excess mortality
3. England: Excess Deaths on the Rise But NOT because of COVID – Experts Call for

Investigation
4. There is a 163% rise in life insurance claims at Lincoln National. They are the fifth largest

insurance company in the US. The increase is huge. That’s not a 63% increase. It’s 163%
increase, almost a tripling of the death rate. That isn’t COVID. COVID doesn’t kill anywhere
close to that number of people. We are looking at the biggest killer in history and nobody
can figure out what it is! Watch this video. You will never see a story on this on mainstream
media; they ignore it.

5. Life insurance companies in countries all over the world are reporting record numbers of
excess deaths. These are not “statistical fluctuations.” The deaths are all caused by a huge
intervention that is affecting the health of millions of people. And it’s all new. Nothing like
this ever happened before 2021. Nothing of this magnitude has EVER happened in their
history (which goes back over 100 years).

Even John Campbell, who is pro-vaccine, admits that a troubling number of unexplained
excess deaths are not just happening in the UK: they are happening worldwide. Just listen to 
the first 30 seconds of this video. Of course, the CDC isn’t investigating anything even though
American life insurance companies are reporting deaths that are off-the-charts. The CDC is
NEVER going to investigate this. It’s bigger than COVID and they know full well what it is. That’s
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https://www.theepochtimes.com/life-insurance-ceo-reveals-deaths-are-up-40-among-working-people-just-unheard-of-facts-matter_4567602.html?&utm_medium=FactsMatter&utm_source=YouTube&utm_campaign=HIgherDeaths&utm_content=06-29-2022
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f45S6vmQgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f45S6vmQgA


why they are NOT going to investigate and The NY Times is NEVER going to fault them for this.
After all, it’s only the biggest medical cause of death in our history.
The overall shift in the cause of death from respiratory to cardiac is impossible to ignore and
can’t be explained if the vaccines are “safe and effective.” A friend of mine who lives in
Massachusetts noticed this after he made a FOIA request for the death records in
Massachusetts. He looked at the ICD-10 coded causes of deaths and noticed that the causes of
deaths shifted from primarily “J codes” (respiratory due to COVID) to “I codes” (circulatory due to
the vaccine). Now we learn that the exact same thing happened in the UK in 2021 according to
official UK government numbers. This is a huge effect and there must be a cause, but the health
authorities are simply baffled and cannot explain it (because they are not permitted to blame the
vaccine since that would make everyone look bad). It’s safe to say that such a shift has never
happened before in history. Clearly, something new happened starting in 2021 that affected
massive numbers of people worldwide. I wonder what that might have been? Health authorities
simply cannot come up with a single thing that was new in 2021. 
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https://twitter.com/ClareCraigPath/status/1544981430924726284?s=20&t=5MNC6cEIpX0p5qGvcTZ9tw


The vaccine injuries of toddlers who are now having seizures cannot be explained. This is now a
regular occurrence for 2 and 3-year-old kids to have seizures. It’s only happening in vaccinated
kids and most often between 2 and 5 days of vaccination from the COVID vaccine. Doctors are
not allowed to report these events publicly (they are not allowed to share on social media or talk
to the press) so each doctor thinks it is simply a “one-off” event that is ONLY happening to them.
If doctors would be allowed to speak publicly, they would realize the massive pattern. This is why
hospitals muzzle the doctors: so nobody finds out. We have multiple reports of these from nurses
directly from nurses who are scared that their social media accounts are being monitored. The
parents are told that it is just “bad luck” and the parents believe what they are told. So the parents
don’t speak out about it either.
Countries are starting to realize birth rates are dropping and there are more stillbirths. Sweden,
the UK, Germany, etc. See my article about birth rates.
The deaths and injuries are happening in plain view of everyone with no plausible explanation for
all the coincidences. All of the events are only happening to vaccinated people, but because the
press never mentions the vaccination status of the people who “die unexpectedly,” the public
never realizes the pattern: 

1. Think about all the rock concerts that have been terminated or canceled due to medical
reasons. Justin Bieber, Santana, … Someone sent me a list of four other concerts that were
canceled within the past few months. This isn’t normal folks. But most people never attend
rock concerts in different parts of the country so they never figure it out.

2. Think about all the celebrity deaths in 2021 and 2022. These are never covered up; they
can’t be. What they never mention is the sheer number of unexpected deaths and they
never mention the vaccination status of the deceased.

3. Young people virtually never die in their sleep. When you see this happening over and over,
it’s no accident. When you see it happening to celebrities, it’s even more noticeable and
impossible to cover up such as the death of Dani Hampson who died in her sleep on her
wedding day. Not only was it a celebrity death but a “young person died in her sleep” death
as well, a black swan. Many Americans realize what is going on. You can see this by
looking at the Twitter comments.

4. Athletes are dying in plain sight at 22X the normal rate. Today, former NHL defenseman
Bryan Marchment died “unexpectedly.” But few people are tracking this so they have no
idea the rates are so much higher. It just seems a bit odd.

5. Even young UPS drivers, like 24-year-old Estegan Chavez, Jr. are dying while delivering
packages which are not nearly as physically demanding. These are just the deaths you
hear about though.

6. Pilots are having events at unprecedented rates, but the airlines are refusing to screen the
pilots for cardiac issues. When American Airlines Captain Bob Snow had a cardiac event
right after he landed, he didn’t even get a call from the CEO of American Airlines. The FAA
won’t require pilot screening. They know exactly what they would find. So they look the
other way and say nothing and pretend these events never happened. The pilots know. Any
member of the public with a working brain can figure this out. But we assume that the FAA
is honest and will do the right thing. Big mistake. The FAA was officially put on notice and
they have done absolutely nothing about it. They just ignored it like it never happened.
Congress is doing the same: they aren’t holding the FAA accountable since they know it
would make them look bad. Everyone is banking on nobody ever finding out. After all, they
covered up the fact that the US government created the virus in the first place so the
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/my-latest-survey-shows-the-vaccines


reasoning is that they can cover up all the cardiac events and pilot deaths.
7. Surveys (such as this one) consistently show that fewer than 50% of Americans are willing

to get more shots of the vaccine. Most of America is clued in, even though none of the
media people are. As a result, the government is throwing away tens of millions of vaccine
doses due to insufficient demand (which is why Peter Marks of the FDA said he’d do
anything except debate the opposition to reduce vaccine hesitancy. So basically we are
literally throwing away billions of dollars of taxpayer money to produce a product
nobody wants. Is anyone in Congress complaining about the government waste: No. Not a
single person. Is anyone in the mainstream media pointing out this is stupid to order a
product nobody wants? Nope. Nobody in mainstream media is going to publish an op-ed
like that. They all just go along as if nothing is wrong.

8. People’s young healthy friends are having medical problems at unprecedented rates
(though not everyone is realizing this). For example, today I learned that one of our country
club employees that I knew died from a stroke at age 52.

9. Whenever we do audience surveys, every audience always reports a comparable or excess
rate of death from the vaccine vs. COVID. So even if you don’t see it yourself, the live
audience surveys are very convincing since there is no “bias” in these live surveys. Nobody
but “misinformation spreaders” like myself are willing to do the surveys for some reason.

User surveys done by professional third party polling firms consistently show the vaccines have
killed more people than COVID has. The NY Times, 60 Minutes, etc. all refuse to do the surveys
themselves. They don’t want anyone to know. Our next step is to use a big name polling
organization to promote this result so it is not coming from “anti-vaxxers.” That poll should be
impossible for anyone to ignore. We have never run a single poll that shows everything is fine
and the vaccines are perfectly safe. This is why the mainstream media will never do these polls.
But most people don’t realize that the are deliberately not doing these polls.
Mandates are vanishing even though COVID rates are increasing. For example, see this story
about what is happening in parts of Australia where they are backing off their former
recommendations with no apologies whatsoever: 

1. Vanishing vaccine mandates: No apology from our once-so-zealous public health officials
The evidence shows that COVID was created in a US government funded biolab. That’s the
direct assessment of the chairman of the independent commission tasked with looking into the
cause. Professor Jeffrey Sachs was responsible for the independent Lancet investigation. He
said, “I chaired the commission for the Lancet for 2 years on Covid. I’m pretty convinced it came
out of a US lab of biotechnology.” You will never find that statement anywhere on US mainstream
media. How could that not be covered? But in this video, he also said that there is absolutely no 
interest in learning more, not from any country in the entire world. That tells you everything you
need to know. How can there be no interest in learning more? The only way there can be no 
interest in learning more is if the US government did it. Check out this article in Science 
which tries to make Sachs look like the villain: “Fights over confidentiality pledge and 
conflicts of interest tore apart COVID-19 origin probe: Former members of The Lancet task
force challenge why economist Jeffrey Sachs disbanded effort.” Sachs figures out Daszak is
conflicted and Daszak won’t produce documents showing a conflict. So the panel sides with
Daszak!!! It is completely stunning that nearly the whole panel is conflicted and corrupt. Sachs
emerges as the hero here. He calls for further investigation by an unbiased commission due to
the smoking gun evidence of a contract that was “supposedly” never funded. Nobody takes him
up on it because he’s right; what they want is a corrupt investigation only. The contract fits the
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https://www.skirsch.com/covid/PollfishJul4.pdf
https://twitter.com/rnaudbertrand/status/1543259218995687424?s=21


origin of COVID like a glove and Daszak’s defense is that the work “was not funded. Therefore,
the work was not done. Simple.” But it’s not as simple as that (as the article points out). It seems
very clear that Daszak is lying. I double-checked with a former EcoHealth Alliance employee who
was in a position to know. He was unequivocal. You have to have data to get funding on these
proposals. The bottom line is Peter Daszak shouldn’t be trusted since he’s in on it. There’s more,
but we’ll leave it at that for now.
Vaccine injuries are now being compensated in other countries with large payouts, but not in
America. We haven’t paid out a dime to anyone, despite thousands of applicants (most others
know it is fruitless to apply and don’t bother). So how can the vaccines injure people outside of
America, but not injure anyone who was given a shot inside America? That’s simply impossible if
there isn’t a government cover-up. There is no third party oversight of the vaccine compensation
program in America and nobody in Congress (except for Senator Ron Johnson) thinks that zero
payouts to the millions of Americans who were killed, disabled, or injured is a problem.
Our surveys consistently show well over 1M Americans have been injured or disabled so
severely by the vaccines that they are unable to work, but Congress thinks $0 compensation is
appropriate. See this analysis, this story, and this story and the poll data in this article.
The most extensive investigations ever done on a death, 14 months of intensive investigation,
have proven that the vaccines kill people. 27-year-old Jack Last of Stowmarket was vaccinated
on March 30, 2021 and died days later. It took 14 months of investigation to determine he was
killed by the vaccine.
Ed Dowd was interviewed by the Defender and the CHD Roundtable and made the following
points:1. The group life claims come from a younger, employed demographic dying neither from
COVID nor suicide 

2. This group of largely millennials fed “a silent Vietnam War” body-count-wise (61,000 in 2021,
how many insurance companies counted not stated)

3. The connection to the shots is demonstrated by the “hockey stick” plots of deaths versus time
clearly marked by mandates and boosters: the smoking gun

4. CEOs who mandated the shots are reluctant to publicize their responsibility for killing their
employees

5. The financial catastrophe will push these data into mainstream news sooner or later
6. Ed was working directly with actuaries and insurance executives specifically counting group life
claims, not just deaths among the general population. The exponential rates of change marked
by dates of vaccine roll out, mandate implementations and boosters nails the vaccine inference
for these fatalities reported this way. The argument is hard to contest. “Smoking gun,” as he says.
This is insurance industry hard data: money paid out. This is why this is so impressive and to-the-
point.

7. There is no response from any fact checkers on this.

Former highly respected blue-pilled doctors like Dr. Naureen Shaikh in Sausalito have seen
enough and are now willing to come out of the closet and speak about vaccine injuries even
though it means the end of her career in medicine.
Articles written by respected scientists like Peter Doshi are slammed by people who refuse to be
held publicly accountable for their remarks. Read this article by Professor Norman Fenton which
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https://theintercept.com/2022/05/19/covid-lab-leak-evidence-jeffrey-sachs/
https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/do-vaccine-rollouts-correlate-to?s=r
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-cool-new-way-to-get-an-estimate
https://oacoree.com/the-vaccine-rollout-is-directly-related-to-disability/
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/our-latest-polls-show-twice-as-many
https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/chd-friday-roundtable/Oh97f7WBuv


summarizes the bogus arguments made to smear these scientists who are speaking the truth,
“Response to Susan Oliver video “Antivaxxers fooled by p-hacking and apples to oranges
comparison.” Almost definitely, the “Doshi paper” will not be published for reasons explained in 
this article by Phil Harper. Susan Oliver, who is remarkably inept, will not have a discussion with
Fenton and it’s pretty obvious who is spreading the misinformation for anyone spending any time
on this. Instead of challenging Fenton, Susan produces a second video. Susan summarized her
view of the paper in this tweet (which included the link to the video) that was retweeted by people
like Prof Sir David Spiegelhalter (a world renowned expert on probability and risk) and Prof Peter
Hansen (Econometrician, Data Scientist, and Latene Distinguished Professor of Economics at
UNC, Chapel Hill). Hansen and Spiegelhalter refuse to speak with Fenton as well. Fenton would
LOVE to chat with any of these people in a recorded conversation so he can ask them key
questions, but all of them are afraid to be challenged: they just throw stones and then go into 
hiding. That is how “science” works nowadays.
Even though key studies that destroy the government narrative will not be published (as noted in
the previous point), scientists still managed to publish over 500 papers in medical journals on
serious adverse events caused by the COVID vaccines.
Two teenage boys die in their sleep in different states days after vaccination and the paper
concludes that the deaths were caused by the vaccine. It’s published in a peer-reviewed medical
journal. There is no coverage of this in the US mainstream media. The best we could find is this
report on NTD News. Read the comments on that tweet including, “My friend’s mom woke up
terrified, unable to breathe. Her husband was by her side and called 911 but she was gone via
cardiac arrest. She took a booster the morning before this transpired. It hits especially hard
to think a child, alone, went through this. Rips my heart out.” The US mainstream media will
continue to ignore all these deaths so that when it happens to them people will just think it is just
their “bad luck,” but these stories are leaking on alternate media.
The world’s most respected vaccine expert, Dr. Paul Offit, publicly admitted on a YouTube video
that the whole FDA outside review process is a complete sham. The FDA doesn’t review the
data, they hand the committee hundreds of pages right before the meeting (knowing that way
they committee cannot review it), and then badger them to approve the vaccines without any
efficacy data. Offit admitted that if there was a “hell no” option for his vote, that’s what he would
have done. He basically said the others on the committee are brain-dead because there was no
efficacy data to justify approval: they basically vote “yes” because that’s what they are expected
to do and they want to stay on the committee. The government orders the drug even before they
ask the FDA panel to review the data, proving the whole “review process” is a complete sham.
Offit himself still hasn’t figured out the vaccines aren’t safe. He won’t have that discussion with
anyone on our side. However, Paul Offit is completely oblivious to the fact that if there are no
deaths, you can’t save any lives. For example, we know from the Massachusetts death data that
there were zero deaths in 2020 and 2021 for ages 5 to 11 (there was just one death coded as a
COVID death but we contacted the family and found out it wasn’t true). So how is there a
“problem”? Nobody wants to talk about that. They don’t even know there were no deaths in a
large state like Massachusetts.
Pierre Kory told me a mainstream doc he knows admitted to him confidentially that attitudes are
changing now. Doctors now realize they’ve been lied to, but nobody has the courage to speak
out about it since they’d lose their license. So they keep quiet. But most of them know the
vaccines are killing and injuring people of all ages.
One of my nurse friends said that when a child had a cardiac incident recently, the entire trauma
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https://twitter.com/vacsafety/status/1544351082243055621?s=21
https://twitter.com/vacsafety/status/1544351082243055621?s=21
https://youtu.be/RvxqyCZlKO0
https://twitter.com/robertkennedyjr/status/1494762257967951879
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLo2Wwa3NNA


department thought “vaccine injury” as soon as they heard there was a teenager with a cardiac
issue. However, none of the members of the trauma department will ever acknowledge any of
this publicly because they know they will be fired for admitting the truth.
Doctors are now willing to meet with members of Congress and brief them on what is going on.
For example, I now have 25 doctors in California willing to risk their careers to speak out to
members of Congress in California. These doctors work at hospitals all over California. It’s not
local.
Public health officials are now willing to be interviewed by me. I have one coming up on Monday
July 11. Can you believe that? A public health official that will answer questions from me! I can’t
wait.
Alex Berenson was re-incarnated on Twitter. Twitter admits they removed him erroneously (after
they told Alex that they had “carefully” reviewed his Tweets and found them problematic). All the
rest of us in Twitter Heaven will miss having Alex around.
A BBC documentary cannot get a simple vaccine statistic correct (the percent unvaccinated). But
to their credit, they corrected it after Professor Fenton pointed out the error. That is progress
because it shows that the truth actually is starting to matter now! Susan Oliver is far worse than
the host for the BBC show, Hannah Fry. Neither of them are ever going to debate Norman
Fenton. Nobody will.
The journal Science tacitly admitted that they aren’t doing science anymore. We requested that
they ask for a correction or retraction of an obviously flawed paper. The request was made by a
highly respected UK Professor, Norman Fenton. They ignored him! In short, junk science is fine
for their journal. I really think they should rename their journal to “Junk Science” as that would be
more accurate. But it’s clear that they don’t care about accuracy. You can be sure they will stay
quiet about this junk paper. That’s the way “science” works nowadays.
I spoke with the CEO of a hospital near me. As soon as I sent him information about the vaccine
being dangerous and suggested he could be a world leader by being the first hospital CEO to
admit the truth, he stopped talking to me. So it’s actually promising he even responded to me
even though he isn’t anymore. None of them want to be the first. They all want to keep their jobs.
Your life is not important to them.
I actually got a reporter from the San Jose Mercury News to respond to an email I sent. We’re
actually still conversing. Boy, that’s a first.
Fact checkers are now all afraid of me. Why? Because I got smart and I now insist on recording
all conversations. Now they all refuse to talk to me. Because truth isn’t their focus. Listen to this
recording. After I made this recording, I’ve never been contacted by any fact checker. And yes, it
was a legal recording; they don’t dispute that. Here’s the story and a link to the recording. Now,
no fact checker will talk to me nor will they debate me on the facts. Darn.
The US public is NOT permitted to know what is inside the COVID vaccines. A FOIA to the British
government confirmed “the full quantitative composition of all COVID-19 vaccines is exempt from
FOI disclosure.” In Uruguay, a judge has ordered the vaccines halted until they disclose the
contents. Here’s a story with more details on the situation in Uruguay. However, in the US, it’s
perfectly fine to mandate vaccination of Americans with substances that people are not permitted
to know about. The people doing the mandating don’t even know themselves what is inside the
vaccine. They are completely clueless as well. That’s just how it works. After all, it’s important
that the public (and the authorities doing the mandating) NOT know the true composition because
if they knew, nobody would take it. That’s why it has to be kept secret. Get it? It’s for your own
good. We basically have to trust the drug companies, even though they have a history of fraud
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and defective products. After all, if you can’t trust Pfizer, who can you trust? Doesn’t this make
you want to trust them? 

We are learning of huge conflicts of interest with up to $400M in payouts given to unknown
people inside the US government. We know Fauci is one of the recipients because he refused to
answer that question when Senator Rand Paul asked him. We are not allowed to know any of
these details because it is considered confidential. In other words, it would not be in the public
interest to have the conflicts of interest known for some reason. Watch this video at 7 minutes
and 30 seconds from the start. The FOIA response is redacted as you can see. Senator Rand
Paul wants to know. The rest of Congress: they think it is best if this is kept from the American
people.
Drownings are up. One source of drowning data is at NOAA surf zone fatalities:2015 54 

2016 66

2017 73

2018 80

2019 93

2020 93

2021 129

2021 increased 39%
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https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-largest-health-care-fraud-settlement-its-history
https://www.theepochtimes.com/life-insurance-ceo-reveals-deaths-are-up-40-among-working-people-just-unheard-of-facts-matter_4567602.html?&utm_medium=FactsMatter&utm_source=YouTube&utm_campaign=HIgherDeaths&utm_content=06-29-2022
https://noaa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/60d29733f7e44d49a25cfe1178ea6798


The highest increase year-over-year prior to 2021 was 22%.

2021 was 51% higher than the 7 year average.

Weaker hearts can’t handle stressful swimming. Wonder why?

When the CDC looked at the VAERS death data (the Hannah Rosenblum VAERS paper 
published in the Lancet) they said none of the excess deaths were caused by the vaccines but
they never said what caused the deaths. Why didn’t anyone in the medical community or the
press want to know the actual cause of the unprecedented number of excess deaths? The
deaths were 50 times normal and no other vaccine has a jump in death rates, just this one. Why
wouldn’t the CDC want to know why? And why does Martha Sharan prohibit me from talking to
the authors? The CDC is supposed to help stop misinformation. I reached out to find the “correct”
reason for the deaths and their response was to not talk to me. That doesn’t help correct the
“misinformation.” I just want to know what caused all the excess deaths that only happened for
the COVID vaccines. Is that too much to ask?
The CDC isn’t releasing any data from their BEST database. Yeah, that’s what it’s really called.
You can’t make that up. But because the data isn’t supportive, they never show us. It’s kept
under lock and key. Nobody gets to look at it. You’d think if the vaccine worked as advertised,
they’d be showing us the data. The fact that they don’t show us the BEST data… that has to be
very troubling for anyone with a working brain.
They aren’t showing the public the Medicare all-cause mortality data. Did you know it is at an all-
time high since right after they rolled out the vaccines? Of course you don’t know that because
the CDC will not release that data and the press isn’t asking them about it. The only reason I
know about it is because I was tipped off by an honest HHS employee (yeah, we actually found
one insider who is livid about the cover-up).
Major Whoops!!! See Sweden Study Shows COVID Jab Can Modify DNA, Opens Doors for New 
Lawsuits. The vaccine might be permanently modifying your DNA and not for the better. They
said this couldn’t happen. Now it is a real possibility and we’ll soon have confirmation or not. In
the meantime, “are you feeling lucky?” That is the question that the CDC should be asking people
before they get the shot. Everyone should be warned about this before they get the shot. That
will be true informed consent. Instead, people are kept in the dark. Nobody getting the shot has a
clue. Is that really the way we do medicine in America to keep people in the dark like this?
How will they explain away all the sudden cardiac disease now happening in kids that only
happens to vaccinated kids and only started happening after the vaccines rolled out?
I had doctors look at over 600 vaccine death reports. They found that 3 died from Creutzfeldt-
Jakob Disease (CJD) which is extremely rate: it occurs naturally in 1 in 1 million people. Nobody
can explain the .5% rate observed here. That’s 5,000 times normal. It didn’t happen by chance
and the only thing these people had in common is it started right after the COVID vaccine. How
can a safe vaccine cause CJD? Answer: a safe vaccine can’t. An unsafe vaccine can. No fact
checker will touch that. For more, see the CJD section of “My latest survey.”
Unfortunately, the medical community is still united that censorship of articles in mainstream
medical journals is OK when it conflicts with the political narrative. So it’s still fine with everyone
that papers such as the Rose paper on myocarditis rates after the COVID vaccines which was
withdrawn by the publisher because they didn’t like the conclusion. There is still nobody speaking
out against Elsevier for unethically censoring science. Not one person from the pro-vax side 
thinks censoring science is wrong. 
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https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(22)00054-8/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(22)00054-8/fulltext
https://rumble.com/v1biy8d-sweden-study-shows-covid-jab-can-modify-dna-opens-doors-for-new-lawsuits.html
https://rumble.com/v1biy8d-sweden-study-shows-covid-jab-can-modify-dna-opens-doors-for-new-lawsuits.html
https://www.alz.org/alzheimers-dementia/what-is-dementia/types-of-dementia/creutzfeldt-jakob-disease
https://www.alz.org/alzheimers-dementia/what-is-dementia/types-of-dementia/creutzfeldt-jakob-disease


It’s stunning because it is so objectively unethical. Nobody can defend this but everyone is silent.
There was fraud in the Pfizer trial. I’ve documented over a dozen issues that would be “hard to
explain” if there wasn’t fraud including some that are impossible to explain if there wasn’t fraud.
Nobody wants to explain them. But now we have something even better than my accusations of
fraud: an admission from Pfizer in Federal Court that they defrauded the FDA. See Pfizer Asks
Court to Dismiss Whistleblower Lawsuit Because Government Was Aware of Fraud. The
mainstream press won’t cover it, so nobody will know.

I’ll update this over time, but that’s the list off the top of my head on what is going on. The momentum
is all moving in our direction from what I can see.

by Steve Kirsch
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